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Today’s Plan
★ How to pull up your Astrology birth chart
★ Why you are not just your sun sign
★ All about the Sun, Moon and Rising signs
★ How to find them in your chart
★ Example
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Pulling Up Your Chart
★ www.astro.com
★ Free Horoscopes -> Extended Chart Selection 

-> Guest user (or create an account)
★ Enter all birth details + accurate birth time
★ Choose your house system (I use whole signs)
★ Click on - “click here to show chart”
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Your Sun, Moon & Rising
★ Sun sign          - your core, your true self, your 

highest expression and who you are becoming
★ AC / Rising sign - how you present yourself and 

move forward, the first thing people see
★ Moon sign         - your soft side, your emotional 

needs, dreams, fears, subconscious
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Cancer Moon

Virgo Rising

Taurus SunExample
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★ Taurus Sun - at their core they are steady, grounded, 
move slowly. They plan and create tangible things from a 
resourceful place. They are reliable to others and loyal.

★ Virgo Rising - they appear as very organized, into the 
details, perfectionists. They have a serving nature, and 
need to learn to let go and allow more flow.

★ Cancer Moon - they need to feel at home, nurtured, 
loved, safe in order to feel emotionally good. Family and 
community is important for their wellbeing.

Example
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The 12 Zodiac Signs
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★ Aries          - about the self, connected to their desires and 
what it is they want. Quick to take the lead and jump ahead, 
a go-getter but not very planned.

★ Taurus          - about the resources they have and their self 
worth. Committed, grounded, works slowly but safely, and 
good at building a tangible business.

★ Gemini           - about the mind and community. Are good at 
speaking, making connections and like getting stimulated. 
They see all sides of the picture, and can feel restless.
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★ Cancer        - about home, family and security. They are 
loving, they are the nurturers. They need to feel emotionally 
safe and feel part of something.

★ Leo       - about expressing themselves, creativity, having fun 
and sharing their talents. They tend to want to be in the 
center where they shine their light.

★ Virgo       - about serving others and making things easier by 
seeing the small details, breaking things down and being 
very organized. Health and wellbeing is important to them.
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★ Libra       - about the we and partnership. They seek fairness 
and balance. They keep peace, like to please others and are 
all about beauty.

★ Scorpio       - about sharing, transforming and circulating. 
They like to go deep and investigate and make use of inner 
resources. Trust is important to them.

★ Sagittarius        - about exploring and teaching. They are 
world travelers and seek freedom. They have lots of wisdom 
to share and need to speak it.
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★ Capricorn       - about achieving and tradition. They are 
realistic and grounded, good at creating businesses and 
making money, but with meaning and purpose.

★ Aquarius       - about knowing. They are visionaries, they 
want to be unique, do their own thing and bring it to the 
collective group.

★ Pisces       - about dreaming and believing. They are very 
open and intuitive. Easily absorb from others. They are 
emotional healers and bring unconditional love.
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Your Turn
★ My Sun sign is: ________________________
★ As my truest self, my core and what I am 

stepping into, I am:
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
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Your Turn
★ My Rising sign is: ______________________
★ The way I present myself and how people first 

perceive me is:
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
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Your Turn
★ My Moon sign is: ______________________
★ As for my inner world and in order to feel 

emotionally well I need:
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
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Thank You!
www.mayalieber.com

info@mayalieber.com

@Maya_lieber

@CoachMayaLieber / Maya Lieber
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